Why Jack Game Room
Billiard Tables Are Best

Why Our Billiard Tables Are Best

Overview
Our factory in Northern California has been in operation since 1953. We are considered a
worldwide leader in the design and manufacture in of premium, made-to-order game room
furniture. Our wide assortment of table styles and seating are available matching wood finishes,
felts and upholstery for a completely custom look.

Wood & Finishing Basics
Our game tables and chairs are made from kiln-dried, 100% solid Canadian
maple hardwood. All styles are optionally available in oak or walnut. After a
thorough sanding, wood is treated with a non-grain rasing (NGR) solution
to equalize the tones of the natural wood. After a careful application of
stain, the wood is then sealed with a post-catalyzed conversion varnish to
seal out moisture and add visual depth and clarity to the finish. After the
sealer has dried, it is sanded again for a smooth fiish and given a further
topcoat of post-catalyzed conversion varnish.

Felt, Bumpers & Sights
We use Championship Invitational 4066 felt with Teflon® coating. This is a premium 20 oz.
blend of 75% worsted wool and 25% nylon that combines playability and durability. We offer 13
standard felt color options on any table.
Our bumpers are an industry-standard K66 profile in 72% natural gum rubber with a 48-52
durometer. These profiles are guaranteed +/- 4/1000ths of an inch variance. All tables come
standard with diamond shape pearlized mother-of-pearl sights.

Pockets
Our pockets are the finest in the industry. We manufacture our own using
100% vegetable-tanned leather rather than the bonded leather used by
competitors. We also include a black walnut dowel in the bottom of our
pockets to create that pleasing “click” sound.
Black leather pockets come standard although brown
leather pockets are available on request. Likewise,
all tables come with “internal” pockets by default
but many of our models are available with “external”
(exposed) pockets on special order.

Slate
All our billiard tables feature a three-piece matched set of 1” thick diamond-honed, wood-backed
slate. This ensures a pefiect fit and a true roll.
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Chassis
Our internal chassis construction
provides a direct, solid hardwood link
between the slate and the ground.
Because the one-piece chassis is fully
assembled and precision leveled at the
factory using massive 8/4 hardwood
with mortise and tenon joinery, all bolts
are eliminated except the few throughbolts fastening the legs to the chassis
itself. Assembly is easier, faster,
stronger and more accurate.

Delivery & Installation
We do all the work! We have a nationwide network of installation professionals available to
assemble, level and tune your table. Leave it to us and we will make all the arrangements.

Styles
We offer nine completely unique and proprietary designs in hardwood maple. Each can be
customized with any one of eight standard wood finishes and 13 felt colors. Custom match
finishes are available at an upcharge, as are tables constructed in oak or walnut.

Brentwood				Columbia				Menlo

Kyoto					Pasadena				Seattle

Tribeca					 Urban					Vashon
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